The EnvIM post-master’s program offers an international and cross-disciplinary approach of environmental project management. It helps students to gain expertise in environmental and energy issues in France and Europe, across several cultures and scientific fields, and real applications in a professional context. The program EnvIM - Option Europe is realized in partnership with INSA Lyon.

**PROGRAMME**

January to April: classes at MINES ParisTech and INSa Lyon  
April: EnvIM project  
June to November: internship in a company

**EDUCATION**

The program is based on both lectures and case studies, and encompasses environmental challenges. Multiple projects are developed, supervised by professionals.

- Environmental project management  
- Environmental regulations  
- Environmental & Social Impact Assessment for International projects  
- Environmental System Analysis, tools for decision makers  
- Ecological quality assessment & biodiversity  
- Environmental economics & strategic resources  
- Circular economy  
- Energy transition: renewable energy and future demand  
- Water, waste management & site remediation  
- Urban Sustainable Development  
- Agro-ecology  
- Fieldtrips

**PROFESSIONAL ASSIGNMENT**

The student must complete a 6-month internship in a company, in France or abroad. This period offers students the opportunity of a work experience on a relevant environmental issue, for a company, leading to a professional thesis.

**PROSPECTS**

Project manager in renewable energy, environmental and sustainable development consultant, sustainable business, prospective managers...

In international companies, innovative SMEs, environmental consultant firms, NGOs...

**CONTACTS**

- **CATHY DESCAMPS-LARGE**  
  Manager of EnvIM programs  
  cathy.descamps@mines-paristech.fr

- **NATHALIE ROQUET**  
  Administrative Manager  
  nathalie.roquet@mines-paristech.fr  
  Phone: 01 64 69 48 78